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Overview
Your Web application must be available 24/7. If it ever goes down, how will you know ? Better yet, what if it could warn of
impending trouble before it goes down ? What if it could communicate with you in a variety of mediums so you are always
on top of things, no matter where you are ?
AppPerfect Agentless Monitor was designed to answer these fundamental questions. AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is a
new generation of monitoring products that do not follow the legacy agentsbased approach to monitoring. Unlike most
other monitoring systems which require heavy downloads, massive installation / configuration and clientside software,
AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is a 100% serverbased software which can be accessed from anywhere via a Web browser.
Furthermore, with AppPerfect Agentless Monitor, there is no need for intrusive and expensive agents to be installed on the
monitored devices. AppPerfect Agentless Monitor will use existing services available on the device to remotely monitor the
device. AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is easy to use and can be installed in minutes, not days or weeks that many other
legacy systems require.
At the heart of AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is a sophisticated rules engine capable of sensing rule violations within
seconds and alerting you immediately. The notification server included with the AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is capable of
communicating such alerts via its Dashboard UI, email, SMS, a HTML report or any custom notification mechanism you
prefer.
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Key Features
Agentless: AppPerfect Monitor is a new generation of monitoring systems that do not depend on the traditional/legacy agents
based approach to monitoring. Agents impose a great deal of complexity to the monitoring infrastructure and consume large
amounts of resources and are intrusive. Agentless monitors, instead, depend on remotely taking advantage of services available
on the monitored device. Technique utilized to monitor each device differs, however, the common goal is to make it unnecessary
to spend huge amounts of time and resources dealing with a legacy agentsbased monitoring system.
Pure Webbased, customizable UI: The AppPerfect Monitor uses a threetier application architecture with a pure Webbased
user interface. The UI is intuitive and easy to use. No need to install large applications or applets to be able to monitor your
application infrastructure. With only a browser and Web access, you can easily and seamlessly keep track of your application
infrastructure from virtually anywhere.
Ultra lightweight device monitors: Each supported "device" has a corresponding "monitor" available inside the AppPerfect
Monitor. These monitor work with their respective devices in a nonintrusive manner. The overhead involved with this type of
monitoring is often minimal. Most often, the device's builtin services are utilized to extract monitoring information. Configuring the
monitors is a snap and often requires only the bare minimal information. A wide variety of devices are currently supported. With an
open interface, custom monitors are also possible.
Robust data management: AppPerfect Monitor provides extensive support to gather and manage the collected data. Frequency
of data collection can be set to achieve a granular view of your application infrastructure. As the new devices and data grow,
support for data consolidation and data archiving is provided. For data that is no longer needed, data purging is supported.
Sophisticated rules engine for alerts: AppPerfect Monitor provides a sophisticated rules engine to help you design insightful
rules to monitor your application infrastructure and alert you when something is not right. AppPerfect Monitor UI provides a "Rule
Builder" which makes creation of rules a relatively simple task. Unlike some tools, AppPerfect Monitor fully supports rules where
time and duration are a component. For example, send an alert if CPU Usage stays above 90% for 15 seconds.
Automated alert notification: If a monitored application or device violates any of the rules that are defined, the notification server
in AppPerfect Monitor will create an "alert" and automatically notify the necessary personnel about the violation. The recipients of
the alert are defined when the rule is defined. Notification can be sent in a variety of mediums, including email and SMS. The
notification server provides an open interface which can be extended to provide the user a customized notification mechanism.
Powerful reporting infrastructure: AppPerfect Monitor provides powerful, realtime, informative and accurate reports that help
you trace problems that might be present in the system. Reports are typically used to analyze data that spans over a period of
time. Often, such data analysis helps in better understanding the user experience. AppPerfect provides you with extensive
reporting capability. You can customize and generate reports that provide you information that is tailor made to your requirements.
It allows you to leverage existing content in several formats. A full featured "Report Designer Wizard" makes it easy to build
comprehensive, highimpact, presentation quality reports. Reports can be generated as HTML and PDF formats.
Security and access control: AppPerfect Monitor provides for security and controlled access to all aspects including viewing
status, reports, rules, alerts and so on for viewing of reports and access to the configuration sections of the AppPerfect Monitor.
Access is based on users and groups, with a superuser controlled overall privilege structure.
Data Management: AppPerfect Monitor provides support for data consolidation, archiving, purging of data.

AppPerfect Monitors
AppPerfect Monitors are modules within AppPerfect Monitor Server that provide support and monitor different devices. Currently, the
following monitors are supported:
Java/J2EE monitor: Provides support to monitor performance metrics of your JVM and J2EE app server .
Server Monitor: Provides support to monitor your system resources.
Database monitor: Provides support for most commonly used databases.
Web Server monitor: Provides support to monitor the administrative and performance statistics for an Apache HTTP server and
the Microsoft IIS server.
SNMP monitor: Provides support for any device that provides an SNMP monitor. Network devices such as routers and switches
are the most commonly monitored SNMP devices.
Ping monitor: A monitor to automate and manage pinging of any device (machines / routers) at regular intervals to check for its
availability.
Mail Server monitor: The Mailserver monitors will your email server for critical attributes and alert you as soon as there seems to
be some predefined error or warning condition. Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise Edition is currently supported.
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Supported Products
AppPerfect Monitors are available for the following devices:
Java Monitors: WebLogic 7.0 and higher, IBM WebSphere 5.0 and higher, Tomcat 5.0 and higher, JBoss 3.2 and higher, Oracle
AS 10.1 and higher
Server Monitors : Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista, Linux x86, Mac OS X, AIX
SNMP Monitors: Any device with a SNMP v 1 or v 2 agent
Database Monitors: Oracle 8.0 and higher, MySQL 4.0 and higher, IBM DB2 8.1 and higher, MS SQL Server 2000, Sybase
Web Server Monitors: Apache Http Server 1.x/2.x; Microsoft IIS 5.x/6.x

AppPerfect: Your trusted partner
AppPerfect is more than just your software provider. We can help you implement them. Our team of highly trained experts can shorten
implementation time and provide fast results. Our services include:
"Start Pack": Initial setup and training
Test Design: Build tests to achieve your functional objectives
Results Analysis: Analyze results and recommend actions
Test Automation: Automate tests so they become part of your development process
Custom enhancements: Extend any AppPerfect product with your needs
Please visit our Professional Services center for more details

Licensing & Download
AppPerfect Monitor Server is a component of the AppPerfect Agentless Monitoring System. AppPerfect Agentless Monitor
includes the AppPerfect Monitor Server and AppPerfect Monitors. A free fullfeatured professional version of the
AppPerfect Agentless Monitoring System can be downloaded from our Download Center.

AppPerfect Agentless Monitor is free for internal use. AppPerfect licensing is designed for free usage for most usage
scenario, except for embedding, redistribution and use in hosted services or providing services to other companies. In
case you need further help to get started you can purchase 1Day training session where one of our professional will help
you take through the product. For annual technical support / upgrades, maintenance and professional services, Please visit
AppPerfect Sales Center
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